
  When writing your answer:

• Double check that you have read 
and understood the question and 
any instructions at the start of the 
question. 

• Underline any key words in the 
question that you will need to focus 
on.

• Underline or highlight relevant words 
or phrases from the text that will help 
you answer the question – be specific.

• Think carefully about what those 
words and phrases make you think 
and/or feel – this will help you get to 
the implied meaning.

• Your answer may be brief for lower 
tariff questions but make sure you 
have provided enough detail to 
answer the question and access all 
marks.

• Track through the section of the text 
carefully – reading chronologically 
will help to make sure you don’t miss 
anything.

  Before answering:

1. Make sure you are looking at the 
correct text and the right part of the 
text.

2. Be aware of how many marks the 
question is worth.  The mark tariff is 
a useful guide to how much detail is 
expected. For a five-mark question, 
for example, you would be expected 
to comment on a range of different 
implied meanings. 

3. Read the question at least twice to 
make sure you know exactly what you 
are looking for.  Many questions will be 
testing other skills as well as your ability 
to discuss implied meaning.

4. Be aware that you will probably be 
expected to demonstrate this skill 
multiple times across both Unit 2 and 
Unit 3.

Some questions test a reader’s ability to 
interpret the meaning of implicit ideas and 
information.

This skill can be tested by both low tariff 
questions and higher tariff questions.

Implied or implicit meaning is when 
something is suggested by a text but not 
explicitly stated.  

A reader makes an educated guess (based 
on what has been written) about the 
meaning.  

For example, if a character is described as 
having hunched posture and weathered, 
wrinkled skin the implied meaning may be 
that they are elderly.

Writers use language to affect a reader’s emotions and interest.  Your 
interpretation of something can be affected by how it makes you feel.  For 
example, the word ‘home’ would have many associations.  Amongst other 
things, it might make you think of family, warmth, happiness, care, comfort.  
You would almost certainly think of it as having more meanings than just 
‘house’. 

  Previous Questions

The following questions are all taken from Summer 2019.  They are examples of 
some of the questions which would have required awareness of implied meaning.  
Unit 2 Unit 3
What do you learn about ‘human-looking’ 
robots in this text? [2]

In text B, the writer states that tiny 
particles ‘contaminate our soil and 
water’. What is meant by the word 
‘contaminate’? [1]

Explain why some jobs are at more risk 
of being automated than others. [2]

The writer refers to ‘material 
consumption’ in the text. What is 
suggested by the word ‘consumption’? [1]

Give one reason why the robot Versius 
is more effective than other ‘surgical 
robots’. Explain why this is more 
effective. [2]

How does the writer persuade us that it 
is easy to reduce our use of plastic? [10]

Synthesise the information in Text B, Text 
C and Text D to show what robots can be 
used for. [10]

Explain why Prince Charles is worried 
about the plastic that ends up in our 
oceans. [5]

How does the writer show that Professor 
Goodfellow is uncomfortable about the 
robot? [10]

Look at Text D and Text E. Compare what 
the texts say about the amount of plastic 
that is thrown away each year. [10]

  TOP TIP: Useful vocabulary

Using vocabulary such as

shows     suggests     implies   reveals

will encourage you to look more closely at the implied meaning of 
something.

Checklist for improving your answer:
   Have you checked how many marks the question is worth? 

   Have you answered the question? 

   Have you provided evidence to support your ideas? 
 
   Have you written about what the evidence implies or suggests?

Implied meaning 


